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Why do biased algorithmic predictions arise, and what interventions can prevent them? We examine this topic

with a field experiment about using machine learning to predict human capital. We randomly assign ≈400 AI

engineers to develop software to predict standardized test scores of OECD residents under different experi-

mental conditions. We then assess the resulting predictive algorithms using the realized test performances,

and through randomized audit-like manipulations of algorithmic inputs. We also used the diversity of our

subject population to measure whether demographically non-traditional engineers were more likely to notice

and reduce algorithmic bias, and whether algorithmic prediction errors are correlated within programmer

demographic groups. This document describes our experimental design and motivation; the full results of our

experiment are available at https://ssrn.com/abstract=3615404.
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1 EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research about algorithmic fairness has grown enormously in recent years, along with efforts to
raise awareness, technical and ethical knowledge about algorithmic systems. However, few studies
have attempted to evaluate, audit or learn from these interventions or to connect them back to
theory. This paper aims to step in that direction.
In this paper, we report the results of a large field experiment in AI development. Our subjects

are ≈400 AI engineers. They are not told they are part of a field experiment and are recruited under
a separate cover story to develop an algorithm for screening job candidates [5, 10].

Unbeknownst to these engineers, the details of their assigned tasks have been randomly altered
as part of a field experiment. The experiment is constructed to test a series of hypotheses about
why algorithmic bias arises and what managerial or policy interventions lead to its reduction. Our
experiment gives us a direct view of algorithmic prediction technology while it is being assembled
by AI engineers. Our setting creates measurement opportunities that would be impossible for
learning processes in other economic settings.
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Our paper is related to economic approaches to studying algorithmic fairness [8, 9]. However, it
is distinct in its focus on policy interventions in algorithmic production. A similar experiment [6]
examines how managerial decision-making reacts to algorithmic fairness interventions.

1.1 Task

All subjects in our experiment were assigned the same job: Develop an algorithm to predict math
performance from biographical features on a job application, and apply it to 20,000 new individuals
who do not appear in the training data. For reasons we discuss in our full paper, math is an attractive
topic for empirical studies of algorithmic bias.

As training data, engineers were given a sample of the OECD’s Programme for the International

Assessment of Adult Competencies (łPIAAC,ž [11]) dataset. PIAAC is the canonical dataset for cross-
country and within country comparisons of numeracy and skills. The PIAAC data solves several
critical research challenges for algorithmic bias researchers. To our knowledge, this is the first
paper to utilize the PIAAC dataset in computer science research about algorithms. To facilitate
others utilizing this dataset, we have made a cleaned and merged copy with documentation for
other academic researchers.1

1.2 Hypotheses and Experimental Treatment Arms

Our experimental design included two benchmarks. The first was a control group in which engineers
were given PIAAC data featuring realistic sample selection problems in the training data. As a
second benchmark, we also gave a second randomly-selected group PIAAC data featuring no
sample selection problems. In our remaining two treatments, engineers were given the first group’s
training data (featuring sample selection problems). However, these experimental groups were also
given policy interventions. The first was given a non-technical reminder about the possibility of
algorithmic bias. The other was given this reminder as well as a simple, jargon-free white paper
about sample selection correction methods in machine learning [3, 4, 12].

1.2.1 Subtreatments: Performance Incentives. Within each of the above treatments, subjects were
randomized into varying performance incentive schemes. The goal of this randomization was to
measure the effectiveness of using incentives to reduce algorithmic bias.

1.2.2 Audit Manipulations. In addition, we randomized some aspects of the test data. Some en-
gineers were given test data in which the same job candidate observation appeared twice, with
the subject’s gender (or other biographical details) flipped. This manipulation reveals how much
the engineers’ experimental algorithms explicitly use gender (or other biographical variables) in
algorithmic forecasts.
This manipulation of inputs is a digital equivalent of resume-audit style research designs [2],

in which researchers send fictitious resumes to employers with randomized content. Because
our design features randomization both on screeners (programmers) and on candidates (subjects
evaluated by the resume), our design resembles the łtwo-sided auditž design [1, 7].

1.2.3 Engineer Demographics. Our subject population contained substantial variation in gender,
race and other demographic characteristics. We utilized this diversity to measure whether demo-
graphically non-traditional programmers were more likely to notice and reduce algorithmic bias,
and whether prediction errors were correlated within demographic groups.

Complete Findings: For results, see our full manuscript at https://ssrn.com/abstract=3615404.

1https://tinyurl.com/piaac.
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